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Friday, February 24
3:30 p.m. DIRECTOR'S COFFEE

Cause for Celebration:
7 Completed Magnets Will
Boost Main Injector Beam

MIPP Experiment Nearly
Finished with First Run

BREAK - 2nd Flr X-Over
4:00 p.m. Joint Experimental Theoretical
Physics Seminar - 1 West
Speaker: D. MacFarlane, Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center
Title: Status and Physics Opportunities
with BaBar
Monday, February 27
2:30 p.m. Particle Astrophysics Seminar
- Curia II
Speaker: S. Furlanetto, Yale University
Title: The Dark Ages, the Twilight Zone,
and the 21 cm Transition
3:30 p.m. DIRECTOR'S COFFEE
BREAK - 2nd Flr X-Over
4:00 p.m. ll Experimenters' Meeting Curia II
Special Topic: Liquid Argon
Developments at Fermilab

Windy 49º/29º

Extended Forecast
Weather at Fermilab

Accelerator Divisions on Friday, February

Rajendran Raja, MIPP spokesperson (left),
and Holger Meyer, run coordinator, say that
the experiment will clarify poorly-understood
interactions that occur during high-energy
particle collisions. (Click on image for larger
version.)

17, marked the completion of seven wide

What happens when you hurl pions,

aperture quadrupole magnets, each

kaons, protons and antiprotons against a

weighing 12,000 pounds, bound for the

stationary target? The answers are

Main Injector during the next scheduled

pouring in as the Main Injector Particle

shutdown. AD head Roger Dixon

Production Experiment completes its first

welcomed the new magnets, which will

year-long run. MIPP bombards fixed

decrease beam loss and increase beam

targets with a variety of particle beams

intensity for neutrino production and the

and carefully records the resulting

MINOS experiment. "This has been one

collisions in order to shed light on the

of the biggest upgrade efforts in time and

dynamics of particle production. "It's kind

effort," Dixon said. AD's Ioanis

of the bread-and-butter measurement of

Kourbanis, head of the Main Injector

any collider experiment," said Holger

Department, said the quadrupoles will

Meyer, MIPP run coordinator. "Other

"boost intensity and make the machine

experiments can use our measurements

more reliable." Technical Division's Dave

to understand their own data better."

A celebration by the Technical and

Harding, the project manager, gives an
overview:

But MIPP also does its own physics:
spokesperson Rajendran Raja says that

Secon Level 3

From the start of the Main Injector

studying all these collisions in such detail

project, we recognized that at the

helps elucidate very general scaling

injection and extraction points the old

relations for inclusive cross sections,

Main Ring quadrupole magnets would

which are fundamental to understanding

eventually be a limit to the aperture, and

non-perturbative Quantum

thus to the amount of beam that could be

Chromodynamics. QCD is the theory that

handled. Proton Driver design studies in

describes strong interactions, the intense

2000 and 2002 led to a conceptual

attraction between the quarks and gluons

design by Vladimir Kashikhin. As the

that fly out from hadronic collisions.
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NuMI turn-on approached, the issue of

"Strong interactions are everywhere,"

-New England Clam Chowder

increased intensity in the Main Injector

said Raja. "Physicists really don't

-Western BBQ Burger

became more of an issue. In addition to

understand them."

-Tilapia w/tortilla Crust

increasing the intensity, the NuMI

-Swedish Meatballs

installation also added another extraction

Raja also explained how MIPP's

-Bistro Chicken & Provolone Panini

point, and the SY120 program further

measurements will help researchers

-Assorted Personal Size Pizzas

complicated operations. So, in February

understand particle interactions in a

-Carved Top Round of Beef

2004 we kicked off the WQB project with

number of other experiments. "Our data

a review of the conceptual design.

will be immediately useful for the MINOS

Read More

experiment because neutrinos are

Upcoming Menu

produced by pions and kaons off the
Wednesday, March 1

Following the Beam

Lunch

NuMI target and those cross sections are
not known well," he said. In addition to
understanding neutrino production, Raja

-Chicken Enchiladas

says that MIPP data could be useful to

-Mexican Rice

CDF, DZero, CMS, ATLAS, and cosmic

-Confetti Salad

ray experiments in order to understand

-Pineapple Flan

hadronic showers in their calorimeters.
So far, MIPP has data from about 27

Thursday, March 2

million events, but Raja says it has to go

Dinner

much farther to be really useful, and that

BOOKED
Chez Leon Menu
Call x4512 to make your reservation.

Search the Fermilab Today Archive

Emittance preservation: Beam at the end of

can be done with a simple upgrade. "If

the main linac. After the use of a simple

we can take data 100 times faster then

correction method, particles of different

we'll solve the hadronic shower problem

energies have a clear spread in vertical

once and for all." He said. "We'll

position (top). This is corrected better with an

completely satisfy a broad range of

advanced correction method (middle). With

needs."

an advanced correction and additional global

—Siri Steiner

optimization the result is very good (bottom).

Obtaining high-luminosity beams will be

GSA Formal Winter Ball

Fermilab Today is online at: http://www.

crucial for the future International Linear

Tickets for the Graduate Student

fnal.gov/today/

Collider. An important indication on the

Association's first Formal Winter Ball, to

beam quality is given by the emittance,

be held on Sat., Feb. 25, 8 p.m., go on

which depends on its size and opening

sale today. Cost to attend the ball is $5

angle. The lower the emittance, the

per person and all are welcome. For

easier it is to focus the beam and the

more information, please visit the Web

more particle collisions can occur and be

site. To purchase tickets, please contact

analyzed. In the GDE the "Accelerator

GSA representatives Leah Welty-Rieger,

physics" group, a special team dedicated

x3853 or lwelty@fnal.gov, or Tuula Maki,

to the technical systems organized at

x8414 or tmaki@fnal.gov.

Send comments and suggestions to
today@fnal.gov
Hurricane Relief Page
Fermilab Today archive
Fermilab Today PDF Version
Fermilab Result of the Week archive
Fermilab Safety Tip of the Week archive
Linear Collider News archive

CERN, on 08-11 February 2006, a "Low
Emittance Transport Workshop". About

Fermilab Library/Technical

30 accelerator scientists, coming from all

Publications Customer Satisfaction

regions, attended it.

survey
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Fermilab Today classifieds

If you would like to take part in the
Fermilab Technical Publications survey,
you can access it online. All Fermilab

Subscribe/Unsubscribe to Fermilab Today

From Nature News and
Views, February 23, 2006:
Particle physics: Quarks on a
gravitational string
Quantum chromodynamics, the theory of
the strong nuclear force, is notoriously
intractable. An alternative approach
brings gravity to bear, and produces fairly
accurate predictions of some physical
quantities.
The strong nuclear force is the force that
causes quarks to bind together to form
composite particles, such as the proton.
It is explained within the standard model
of particle physics by a theory known as
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in
terms of fields analogous to electric fields
that arise between particles that possess
'colour' charge — the strong-force
equivalent of electric charge.
Unfortunately for the theorists, however,
QCD has consistently eluded analytical
solution. The best available calculations
rely on huge supercomputer simulations,
and the parameters that emerge must be
fitted to experimental results.
Read More

members are welcome to participate.
URA Scholarship Application
Every year, the University Research
Association awards scholarships to
children of regular, full-time Fermilab
employees with high SAT scores.
Applications are available online now
through March 1. Questions about the
program may be directed to Jeanelle
Smith at x4367.
Benefits Office Announcements
Effective Monday, February 27, the
employee assistance program will be
suspended. This will continue until an
outsource firm is selected to provided
these services in the future. Family and
Medical leave information will be
available from Scott Lindsey in the
Benefits office, at x 4362. Information
about Wellness Works will be available
from Jean Guyer in Recreation at x2548.
Memorial Service for Jane Wilson
A memorial service for Jane Wilson will
be held at Kendal at Ithaca on Saturday,
March 11. The time is tentatively midafternoon; please contact jackiec@fnal.
gov if you would like to be notified when
confirmed. As mentioned previously,
burial at Fermilab will be at a later date.
New classified ads have been posted on
Fermilab Today.
Upcoming Activities
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